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13th Annual Safe Trickor-Treat Event Takes
Place at Pacific
Take Drugs Back1
)ay at Pacific

Furthermore, its goal was to
provide a way for the public to
dispose of medications safely,
Dn Saturday, October as Americans are now being
advised that their traditional
h, the University of the
ways
of riddingtheir household
ific Police Department
of
prescriptions
(such as
the Drug Enforcement
flushing
them
down
the toilet
ninistration (DEA), in
or
throwing
them
in
the
trash)
peration with the Rho Pi Phi,
could
cause
potential
safety
fcrnational Pharmaceutical
and
health
hazards.
ernity, gave the public the
The idea of the "Take
ortunity to rid their homes
Drugs
Back"
service is now
potentially dangerous
being
seen
in
national policy
ications. People of the
as
well.
In
September
of 2010,
:kton community were
Congress passed the Secure
to safely dispose of their
red, unused, or unwanted and Responsible Drug Disposal
icriptions drugs by taking Act of 2010, which amends the
to the University of Controlled Substances Act to
e Pacific campus from 10 allow prescription drug users
to 2 p.m. The service to dispose of unused or expired
free of charge, and was medication by delivering them
anonymous for anybody to locations authorized by the
Attorney General to receive
had medications to
ose of. No questions were it. DEA is now in the process
d; the main concern was of drafting regulations to
potentially dangerous implement the act, which is
ications could be removed expected to take 24 months
to complete. At that time,
households that no
the public will have specific
;er needed them.
locations where they can take
This service was
I gned to address public their unused medications
tfety and public health for safe disposal. However,
until that time, local law
n :erns. Statistically, unused
enforcement
agencies like the
1ications that are allowed
University
of
the Pacific Police
I smain in a household are
Department
and
the DEA will
oie likely to be misused or
continue
to
have
"Take Drugs
)u >ed. Prescriptions drug
Back"
days
every
few months
se in the US is high, and so
so
that
the
public
will have
e the number of accidental
access
to
safe
prescription
I onings or overdoses due
Biese drugs. Most of these drug disposal.
I ;s are obtained from an
I ridual's family or friends
Inside this issue
lc have these prescriptions
01 nd the house. The "Take
News 13
115s Back" service attempt
Engineering Students
Is to rid households of
Participate in Pacific's
mjcessary medicines in
Sustainability Project
I r to prevent similar
events from
happening.
ryn Porter
PF WRITER

Jesse Voelkert

Trick-or-treaters painting their miniature pumpkins.

more than 4,000 visitors. It
is completely free to those
who come. Leading up to
On Wednesday October the event, Pacific also began
26th, University of the accepting costume donations
Pacific hosted its 13th to give to underprivileged
annual Safe Treat-or-Treat, youth so that they may have
which took place on Pacific's a traditional Halloween
campus. The event is held experience as well.
The festivities of Safe
for children ages 3-11 to
enjoy a safe trick-or-treating Trick-or-Treat including a
experience, as well as a place trick-or-treat tour around
campus,
for parents to come to relax a section of
without having to worry concluding at a Halloween
about the safety of their carnival set up on the UC
children. The event began lawn. Each tour included
in 1999, when students of six stops around Pacific's
Price, Werner, and Farley campus, such as Residence
Residence Halls hosted Halls, the Alumni house,
trick-or-treating for students or the Greek houses, with
who lived in the Quads and four different tour routes
their families, but has since running at a time. These
grown to encompass Pacific's tours were run constantly,
entire campus. The event led by volunteers from
has continued to grow year 4:00PM to 6:15PM. The
after year, with this year not lines were long, stretching
being an exception, having almost to the Chemistry
an estimated number of building starting from the
Jesse Voelkert
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Downtown
Stockton Pub
Crawl

Atchley Clock Tower. While
parents and children were
waiting, Pacific's Power Cat
greeted kids, handing out
high-fives while volunteers
handed out trick-or-treat
bags to children who didn't
have any. Once the tour
concluded, children had
another chance to win candy
playing a variety of carnival
games such as bean-bag
tossing, pumpkin bowling,
or basketball shooting. Other
activities included facepainting, painting miniature
pumpkins and a cat-walk
where children could showoff their costumes. Lee
Womack, a mother of a child
attending the event, stated,
"It was ran very well as far
as I can see." Her husband
also commented "I didn't
want to come, but now that
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Pacific to
Host Speech
and Debate
Competitions
Sara Menges
NEWS EDITOR

A trick-or-treater daring to feel what is in the mystery box at Southwest.

Pacific's Safe Trick-or-Treat

Jesse Voelkert

Library volunteers hand out candy to
trick-or-treaters.
SAFE TRICK-OR-TREAT
FROM "PAGE l

I'm here, I'm enjoying it."
People also commented on
the importance of the event.
Alejandro Reyes, the older
brother of somebody trick-ortreating, said their family has
come for the past four years.
"It's an important event for
the kids. It's more safe than
going out on the street."
Each residence hall had
something different to offer
to the children, whether it's
challenging trick-or-treaters
to "feel what's inside the
mystery box" in Southwest,
or having the kids be greeted
by students dressed as
swashbuckling pirates before
they walk the plank into
Grace Covell. The students in
each residence hall put in a
lot of hard work to set up for
this event, with the residents
of John Ballentine working
over the course of two and a
half weeks to complete their
Wizard of Oz themed tour.
This gave some entertainment

The pirates of Grace Covell pose with a young Captain America.

to the volunteers as well,
many of them dressing up,
and happy to give children
this experience. "It was fun",
commented Tim Lee, who
volunteered as a tour guide. "It
was a rewarding experience,
and I realized how fun it is to
give back to the community."
Volunteers were critical
for the success of the event,
particularly due to how
massive it was. "It is absurd
how many people showed
up", said volunteer Ahmed
Nagaib, "we sent out almost
100 tours." Eric Luke, another
tour volunteer, commented
"This just shows how big
it's getting, just how many
volunteers we need." He also
mentioned "It was fun to see
students who just got out of
class who said 'we heard you
need more volunteers.'" Chris
Harata, Employer Relations
at the Career Resource Center
who was helping to manage
the volunteer check-out list,
said "We probably have at least
too volunteers", also adding
"We've been doing this for

13 years, and it keeps getting
bigger and bigger." Chris
Harata also helped coordinate
some of the food that was
made available to attendees,
working with Dominos Pizza,
Quizno's subs, and the Bon
Appetite food truck, which
served macaroni and cheese
during the event. Volunteers
also worked tirelessly to serve
the crowd free cotton candy
and popcorn.
The event concluded with a
raffle offered to those parents
who filled out a satisfaction
survey, in order to improve
the event next year. Prizes
for the raffle included an
assortment of different Disney
DVDs. Also at the end of the
event was a costume contest,
which featured the categories
"The Cutest", "The Funniest",
"The Scariest", and "The Most
Unique". The competition was
split into ages 2-6 and ages
7-xi, and winners received
more candy and a certificate.
In all, the event ran from
4:00pm to 7:00pm, and had
as many as 5,000 visitors.

Pacific
Speech
and
Debate team has proven
successful in their recent
competitions this Fall 2011.
During
the weekend of
October 20th through the
24th, two separate teams
travelled to University of
Puget Sound (UPS) Tacoma,
WA and Diablo Valley
College (DVC) Pleasant Hill,
CA to compete in a debate.
Out of 44 teams at UPS
Pacific's Richard Birlew and
Robert Birlew (BiBi) made it
to the Octofmal Round. This
same team is also currently
ranked 4th in then nation
out of 350 teams. At DVC
Lance Buback and Josh
Rayburn (Pacific BR) made
it to the quarter final round.
Founded on March 25th,
1854 the Pacific Speech
and Debate team has also
achieved other rankings
in the past. In 2009 the
team ranked first place in
the nation by the National
Parliamentary
Debate
Association. During the
2009-2010 season Debate
team members ranked at 1st,
23rd, and 39th out of 552.
The team consist of around
20 to 30 students each year
with majors that range from
communication to biology.
This past weekend from
Friday, October 28th to
Sunday October 30th the
University of the Pacific also
hosted the 32nd Annual
Jon Schamber High School
Forensics Tournament. "For
many high school students
the tournament exposes
them to the culture and
community that Pacific has
to offer while competing in a
variety of speech and debate
events." comments Emma
Henry, senior member of the
Pacific Speech and Debate
team, on the importance of
the tournaments.
In an interview, Marlin
Bates, Ph.D, director of
forensics since 2004 explains
that the Pacific Speech
and Debate team offers
educational
opportunities
for students, "It opens doors
for the students that other

programs may
a rich educatior
students to wt
they may n<
have an opi
experience, and
to acquire lifeloi
On top of
management si
and
skills,
numerous
many team membe
Henry also recei e
assistance for par
in Pacific
SpeDebate. Undergra ;
receive up to S12.and graduate stu
serve as coaches a
for a scholarship ti
two years of tuitioUpcoming
competitions inc
"Pacific Meets t
Swing" invitation a
tournaments vvhic
hosted by Univers
Pacific and San
Delta College this
November 4th to
swing tournament
comprised of the
Invitational and Pa
Memorial Toum
November 4th
Paul Winters la
November
4th
6th. "The Paul
tournament will
a myraid of cola
come together to
explains Henr
a pride in con:
your own campus
comes with the e
of sharing win
with the greatcommunity."
Tournament
and guidelines <
on the Pacific S:
Debate Society's :r.
page on pacific.ec
to donate and s
team are also anIn talking
expeience on
Speech and Dt
Henry sums up.
Speech and De r
had a succesful
far, but perhaps
rewarding motbeen in watch,
grow as nev
gain experience
more competitr
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Western Regional
Conference: Be the
Movement, Lead
the Change!
Karla Cortez
COPY EDITOR

Steve Brown, Jav Brink, and Michael Roberts standing in front of Anderson Hall.

Engineering Students
Participate in Pacific's
ustainability Projects
ra Menges
VVS EDITOR

|he
Sustainability
I Committee at Pacific
J.
put together a
JL. has
ii
iposal of 250 thousand
liars a year for sustainable
>jects around campus,
is budget is considered
be an investment into
itainability as Pacific is
ling to achieve returns
:r a 6 year period from
reased efficiency in energy
isumption.
Scott Heaton, the Director
Support Services, in
injunction with Physical
nt proposed a project
t would allocate the
tainability
budget
'ards a campus-wide
:allment of more efficient
} light bulbs and airditioning chilling units,
ee Electrical Engineering
ients from the School of
pneering and Computer
;nce were approached by
-sical Plant to assist them
iie project.
Iverseen by their advisor
Cherian
Matthews,
lents Steve Brown, Jay
lk, and Michael Roberts
e not only taken part
replacing LED lights
and the Quad areas but
also working on a metric
hod that will measure
energy savings and
etiveness of the project.
;'re calculating how long
investment is taking to

T

pay itself off, and then, over were interested to take part
that life time of the bulb, how in this sustainability project,
much money the school will Brown replies "To get
experience basically because
save," explains Brink.
In the Quads, the team I haven't been able to use
have replaced the existing my engineering capability
sodium bulbs with 60 light outside school and this was
packs of LED bulbs. "Another a good opportunity to do so."
Additionally, Brinks also
aspect of our calculations is
to see how much power they shares his personal reasons
(the bulbs) are consuming for getting involved, "I
versus the old one and the thought it would be a good
savings in labor as these LED experience as a team to
bulbs last much longer," Dr. work on a real project. Not
Matthews adds on. Currently just one that is artificial for
findings indicate that the class but one where you
new LED bulbs use only actually interface with other
a tenth of previous power department which in this
consumption. Furthermore, case is Physical Plant."
With this project that has
the bulbs are also strategically
directed downwards towards run full course this entire
the ground to reduce light semester, Brown, Brink, and
Robert hope to have their
pollution to the sky
calculations
completed by
Roberts
also
talked
about another aspect of the this December 2011. Their
project which is the new findings will be part of a
air conditioning chilling report that will be presented
unit that is being installed to President Eibeck to show
the
sustainability
into the Cowell Wellness how
Center. The team are funds are being used and
analyzing the money savings the expected returns in
from that unit. A process investment from the projects.
"At first you don't see
which requires intensive
and "highly sophisticated" too much going on around
computer
modeling
in campus, maybe you see a few
order to encompass the buildings being constructed,
whole building into their but once you get into the
specifics and the calculations
calculations.
"The purpose of projects its like wow we're really
like these" Robert explained, gearing up for the future. It's
"are to give actual numbers kind of a cool thing to be a
and evidence that this is part of." Robert concludes
actually doing something about his involvement in the
schools sustainability7 efforts
good for the community."
When asked why they across campus.

Next semester there will be one of the largest LGBTQIA
(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender/Transsexual, Queer/
Questioning, Intersex, and Asexual/Ally) conferences that
has ever occurred In the Central Valley. "Western Regional
Conference 2012: Be the Movement, Lead the Change!" is the
result of Pacific partnering up with University of California,
Merced to bring the event to the Stockton Campus and is
expected to draw an audience of more than 5°° students,
faculty, staff, alumni and community members throughout the
western United States. The conference will include speakers,
educational sessions, entertainment and great networking
opportunities. The goal of the event being to share information
on, "topics based in any issue in lesbian, gay, bisexual, or
transgender social movements, leadership development/
activism, policy, history, literature, culture/media, and
beyond!", according to the event website at lgbtqia.pacific.
edu where you can still submit proposals for presentations
for the event. The cost for submitting a proposal is $30, and
the deadline for submissions is November 30, 2011. Questions
about proposals and their submissions should be directed to
Corrie Martin at cmartini@pacific.edu.
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in order to get to City Hall. speech is seen on the national
OFFICE
They demanded the resigna level too, with many high level
2nd floor
<>*
Democrats
and
Democratic
Morris C'h;i r>el
tion of Mayor Quan. One slo
to
Grace
Co^el
gan said, "Mayor Quan you organizations trying to iden
y heart is full of
tify with the protestors.
MEETINGS
GENERAL MANAGER
ADVISOR
rage that can't be did more damage to Oakland
Thursdays a t t
Ruben Moreno
This is bigger than left vs
Prof. Dave Frederickson
in
one
evening
than
Occupy
Morris C'b*1 •
expressed through
Classrom at n<
right. This is about stand
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Oakland
did
in
two
weeks".
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
civil means, and this article
Stormy Salvemini
Allyson Seals
ing up to the establishment.
Protestors
have
now
called
can't begin to describe the
Editorial
Democrats and Republicans
OFFICE MANAGER
NEWS EDITOR
Editorial conu
sorrow I feel. Last week, in for a general city wide strike. in office will try to take sides
Viviana Millan
Sara Menges
reflect the
downtown Oakland, over 500 Tents have come back up for their own benefit, but we
and opinion^
PERSPECTIVES
EDITOR
CIRCULATION
MANAGER
of the majorit)
policemen from several differ since the reduced amount of the people are smarter than
Christiana Oatman
Tiffany Ting
of the Pacificai
editorial ho-arc
ent counties gathered togeth police presence in the area.
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
this.
We
the
people
want
an
LIFESTYLES
EDITOR
This is police brutality
unless person!
Sylvana Ho
er at the supposed orders of
Brianne Nemiroff
signed. The wit
honest government. We are
without
any
doubt.
While
the
of the Pacifies
Mayor Quan and began to dis
WEBSITE ADMINISTRATOR
SPORTS EDITOR
tired of politicians that don't
minority
of
protestors
that
are not reflect
Tiffany Ting
Ruben Dominguez
perse the protestors using tear
advertising - '
work for us, and simply serve
did
throw
bottles
and
paint
the editor, or i
gas, rubber bullets, bean bags,
STAFF WRITERS
LAYOUT EDITOR
big
corporations,
banks
and
articlesVishal Vasavda, Natalie B.
Sylvana Ho
and flash grenades. Their rea were clearly in the wrong, other special interests. DemCompton, Danielle Procope,
none
of
this
happened
until
The Pacificar
FranShawn Croft, Jesse
soning was that there were
COPY EDITORS
reserves th« ri
cocrats and Republicans are
Voelkert, Teryn Porter, Michsyl
Karla Cortez
vandalism and sanitation is the police arrived in the area. to blame. They all are respon
edit all subrr
Montalbo, Kat McAllister,
Sandy Ono
police
say
that
there
While
the
materials fori
Mitchell Woerner, Alexis Duclos
sues in the area so the protes
factual inforr
sible
for
this
financial
crisis,
were
sanitation
and
vandal
libel, and (Tar
tors needed to be cleared out.
and
it's
time
the
people
rise
All letters *0 t
When the police arrived and ism issues, there's no concrete up and get a new government.
editor must "
Interested in advertising?
\
verifiable sign
began forcing out protestors, evidence of any of this actu Our politicians are bought by
Contact pacificanads@pacific.edu
j address, pher
a small minority of protestors ally happening. This is what interest groups that only seek
; number, anc
All advertising submissions must be in each Monday by 5 p.m.
i addressbegan to throw bottles, paint, happens when you challenge their own benefit, not the peo
unless otherwise negotiated.
power.
They
make
up
rea
and kitchen utensils.
ple's. Now that Americans are
The largest victim from sons in order to justify break finally standing up to theih,
ing
down
the
camps.
Another
this clash between protestors
the police along with mayors
and police was Scott Olsen. point is that any cop trained
The 24-year-old had previ to use firearms
ously served two tours in Iraq doesn't "acciden
and had never been wounded tally" hit some
once. He attended the Occupy one in the head
Oakland that night to protest with a tear gas
against the lack of regulations canister. Many
on our banks and financial in other protestors
stitutions that are the primary at the scene re
cause of the current finan call . that Olsen
cial crisis. He took a tear gas did nothing to in
canister to the face, and was cite the reaction
lying on the ground before a of the police ei
group of protestors came to ther. If you have
help him. The police, clad in any doubts about
their riot gear, watched from how intentional
injuries
the other side of the barri these
seem,
I
point
you
cade. Caught on video, a cop
is seen throwing a flash bang to the situation
grenade into the small group with the flash
of people trying to help Olsen. grenade.
Mayor Quan
The police deny that they used
has
released a
a flash bang grenade, but if
re
you compare the video where statement
the officer throws a grenade garding the pro
to another video on YouTube tests and the inci
of a flash bang grenade being dent between the
demonstrated, they are prac police and Scott
tically identical. The police Olsen. She tries
also deny using rubber bul to identify her
lets, but several pictures have self with the pro
surfaced on the Internet of testors invoking
protestors with large bruises the "99 percent".
Oakland Police clearing out Occupy Oakland in front of City Hall.
on their body, implying that However, all of
this
seems
like
a
rubber bullets hit them.
happened to him can happj
and other government offi goes against the very interests to any other protestor, anc
About two thousand pro fake and a mea
that give them money. While
testors arrived the next night, ger attempt to save her politi cials all over are trying to sti Scott Olsen is healing, what must not back down.
tearing down a steel barricade cal career. This same type of fle this movement, because it

Mitchell Woerner
STAFF WRITER
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In Response to "Affirmative Action and the
UC Berkeley Bake Sale"
Danielle Procope
STAFF WRITER

"For every opportunity
given to an African American
student, there is one taken
away from another student'.
This is the point of view
many people hold in regards
to affirmative action, includ
ing the author who tackled the
UC Berkeley Affirmative Ac
tion Bake-Sale in last week's
paper.
Since the author decided to
speak disparagingly of black
people in his article, despite
the fact that white women
have been the biggest ben
eficiaries of affirmative ac
tion and that other means of
selecting students exists other
than race and gender, includ
ing having legacy status or
athletic ability, I will focus my
critique as it pertains to black
people.
Besides the obvious fact
that statements such as this
reinforce the idea that all
black Americans who are ac
cepted to colleges are intellec
tually inferior to their white
counterparts, this statement
also grossly simplifies the re
ality of race in this country.
Currently, at University of
the Pacific, black Americans
make up approximately 4%
of the school population ac
cording to our school website.
We are underrepresented in
comparison to the percentage
of black Californian popula
tion and more specifically, the
black Stockton population.
The University Honors pro
gram, that I am a part of, is
even more racially exclusive.
Yet, people like the author
of that article, want to suggest
that opportunities are being
taken away from white people
when other races are allowed
to advance. Does there need
to be a complete absence of
the black race in order for col
lege acceptances to be fair?
Personally, as a black student
here, I thought we were sparse
enough.
The author made claims
that diversity is important but
racially blind admissions only
prevent this from occurring.
Pacific is a prime example of
this. The author mentioned
diversity from a white per
spective, as a means for white
people to leam to equally re
spect others of varying eth
nic backgrounds instead of
relying on stereotypes, but

t>wr

GST (W

perspective of a student of
color? Many of us come from
schools with palpable diversi
ty and then enter college and
find ourselves in classrooms
and in dormitories where we
are the only one of our racial
background. This can be mar
ginalizing, disillusioning, and
intimidating. Everyone de
serves a college environment
where they feel comfortable
and cared for so that they can
reach their fullest academic
potential.
Denying the worth of ra
cially based affirmative action
would require a belief that we
currently inhabit a post-racial
society. In short, we don't.
As it directly pertains to
the educational process, black
people are less likely to be
tracked into honors and AP
courses, racial school seg
regation is as bad as it was
pre-Brown versus Board of
Education leaving schools
predominantly made up of
people of color under-funded
and lacking. Also, standard
ized tests have been proven to
favor middle-class white men
and have no correlation to
first year college performance,
which causes me to question
why they are even used.
Black people are over three
times more likely to experi
ence poverty than white peo
ple. We are served stricter jail
sentences for the same crimes
as white people. People of col
or make up an overwhelming
majority of those incarcerated

despite the majority of drag
users being white. A white
person is statistically more
likely to get hired for a job
even if they are slightly less
qualified than a black appli
cant. Meaning that even in the
event of equal education and
experience, despite the dif
ficulty of this even occurring
as I previously mentioned, a
black person is less likely to be
successful. Also, white people
enjoy social privileges that
black people do not. Some of
these things were highlighted
in Peggy Mcintosh's essay on
white privilege in our PACSEM 1 textbooks.
This shows that, unlike
what the authors seemed to
suggest, opportunity is not
just contingent on economic
factors. It depends on race
as well. The author also con
veniently forgot to mention
that white men are the most
successful group in all regards
in our society with or without
affirmative action: economi
cally and academically, and
overwhelmingly so.
Today, unlike during the
early sixties, black people en
joy formal equality with white
people. Meaning that laws do
not explicitly deny us from ac
cessing opportunity anymore,
but the very set-up of our
country does. This is called
institutionalized racism and it
has been in existence from the
very formulation of this coun
try, all the way from when the
Founding Fathers extolled

but forgot to categorize any
of us as human besides white
males.
Institutionalized
racism
very much exists and impacts
everyone: people of color neg
atively and white people posi
tively since by suppressing the
advancement of some groups
there are opportunities for
others. In other words, racial
ly based affirmative action,
backed by the formulation of
this country, exists from birth,
and not for people of color.
But beyond all of this, die
article defended the actions
of the Republican group on
Berkeley's campus as not be
ing racist despite the fact that
affirmative action is illegal
and has been illegal in the UC
System. The group was pro
testing the proposed SB 185
bill which was in the end ve
toed by Governor Brown.
Therefore, these Republi
can students had no right to
demonize and make a mock
ery of the existence of peo
ple of color on that campus.
Those people, many of whom
have been directly hindered
by their race, still made it to
that school based solely on
non-racial factors. If anything
this bake-sale was a direct
affront to their right to be at
that school as people of color.
Also, it is interesting that
this Republican group failed
to highlight athletic ability,
having the ability to fully pay
for college, or having legacy
status as factors that also

college process, since they
have no relation to academic
ability. But race, a factor that
most definitely impacts all of
our opportunities as Ameri
cans, is continually regarded
as the only unfair means of se
lecting applicants. The Berke
ley Republicans uncritically
harped on race and somewhat
gender without taking into
account why race and gender
matters, without acknowledg
ing that white men have al
ways been the best off group
in America. This alone makes
the Bake-Sale inherently rac
ist and sexist as well.
Factors of luck make it so
that not every person from
any disadvantaged group will
need extra help. I, for exam
ple, am a black student who is
a University Honors student,
a member of Alpha Lambda
Delta Honors Society, and
a Regent's Scholar all while
also being low income, show
ing that lower income people
through luck can be success
ful too, but I also recognize
that there is a racial hierar
chy in place in America that
makes it so that many black
people need and deserve extra
consideration.
My only critique of the
concept of racial affirmative
action is that it does not take
place before college admit
tance season when oftentimes
racial disadvantages have al
ready made a substantial and
sometimes intractable im
pact.
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Uilht Money is Policy
IanMarcel Parks

PRIDE CENTER COMMUNITY
INCLUSION COORDINATOR

Were you able to register
for all the classes you
wanted to? What class
are you most excited for
next semester?
"Yes. Writing for Media with
Dr. Rav."
# Danielle Banning,

C.O. 2012

"I was not able to register
for all my classes. I'm most
excited for Instrumentation,
an Engineering class."
#Kevin Holmes,
C.O. 2013

"Yes. Probably Music
Therapy."
#Christina Hollar,

C.O. 2015

"Yeah. Probably Masterpieces
of World Literature."
#Veronica,

C.O. 2014

As the P.R.I.DE. Resource
Center's Community Inclu
sion Coordinator this semes
ter, and having been involved
in numerous clubs and orga
nizations in the past, I have
realized that some people are
just more fortunate than oth
ers. Wether that means that
you have more friends than
your roommate, or that one
player on the Volleyball team
starts over another, there are
always winners and losers,
in every aspect of life. When
it comes to the policies sur
rounding Gay, Bisexual, and
Lesbian marriage rights,
the winners and losers are
not always clearly defined.
In California, that has been
displayed over the last few
years, with the passing of the
controversial Proposition 8,
an Anti-Gay-Marriage law,
and numerous law suits and
Supreme Court rulings, (the
most recent of which upheld

a previous lower court's rul
ing that ordered a stay of
the law, and an injunction
against enforcing Proposi
tion 8).
However, what may come
as a surprise to many read
ers is exactly how much was
spent in both the campaigns
for and against Prop. 8. Ac
cording to Patrick J. Egan
of New York University, and
Kenneth Sherrill of Hunter
College-CUNY, the two cam
paigns spent an estimated
$53 Million combined. This
study, published by two col
lege professors, show that
the money spent on the Prop.
8 campaigns make them
more costly than any other
campaign in the 2008 elec
tions, with the exception of
the Presidential Campaigns.
This proves one thing to me:
Money is policy.
During my senior year,
I was a student of a Mr.
Ramsey Thomas-AP Gov
ernment teacher (Ret.). Mr.
Thomas believed that our
nation is too focused on the

rift-raft between
the LGBTQ and
the heterosexual
communities, or
the conflict be
tween members of underserved ethnic/racial groups
and the Caucasian communi
ty for that matter, than what
is important. What is impor
tant? Say you?
The conflict between the
rich and the poor.
According to Thomas, the
gap between the rich and
the poor has been increasing
rapidly throughout the last
few decades. Why haven't we
noticed this Mr. Thomas, my
classmates and I would re
ply, and Mr. Thomas, with an
aged smile and mature eyes
would simply say: Because
they don't want you to.
In an October 16th, 2005
memo published by Citi
group, the leaders of topperforming organizations are
told that: "when the rich take
a very high share of overall
income, the national house
hold savings rate drops, and
vice versa. This memo, which
has been highlighted in the
past by Michael Moore, doc
umentary film director, and
has been at the center of at

tention for many since it
'leaked', goes on to say th
"The behavior of trie
ceptionally rich drives
national numbers - the
pallingly low" overall sav
rates, the "over-exter
consumer", and the w
tainable" current acco
that accompany this phen
enon. We want to spend 1
time worrying about t]
(non)issues, neither do
think they warrant any
premium on equities. 1
simply reflect the realit
demographic differences
tween nations, and that s
nations are plutonor
while others are not. Une
inequality among natioi
mirrored in the logical irr
ances between them."
Why the fact that not
such differences in we
and how dependent
economy is on the rich (
powerful) would want t<
kept from us bottom 99'
beyond me. The major c
news networks, as wel
Republican Candates
the organizers of the Oct
Wall Street movements, 1
just begun using that n
ber, 99, as if it where s<
kind of battle tool.

Affordable Oral Health Care - On Campus!

How LGBTQI/
Friendly
Is Disney?

The Pacific Dental Care Clinic offers convenient
oral health care to students, faculty, staff and
others in the Central Valley.
We offer a wide range of services, in
cluding check-ups, preventive services
such as cleanings and sealants, x-rays,
restorative and cosmetic dentistry, peri
odontal care and implants.
Care is provided at reasonable prices
by residents and dental hygiene students
under faculty supervision. Most insurance
plans accepted. Payment plans available for
those eligible.

Pacific Dental Care Clinic
*
Health Sciences Learning Center and Clinics
757 Brookside Bead, 2nd floor
Stockton, CA 95211
www.detitaf.pacrfic.edu
then click on "Dental Services"

Open Monday - Friday, 9 a.m.—5 p.m.
Calf today for an appointment.
209.946.7404

It's Time to Smile!

Ginny Durakovich
SAFE ZONE I.IASION

Divine was an actor and a drag queen who was popular from the 1960s
until his death in 1988. However, if you were to see a picture of him in dr
your first thought would likely go to the character of Ursula from The Lit
Mermaid. That's because Ursula's entire look is based off of Divine. And
first glance, this might seem like a victory for LGBTQIA activists. Disney fine,
recognized our community. Until you realize that Ursula is the villain, and
of the good guys and girls in the movie are (as far as we know) straight. T:
may not seem like such a big deal until you realize that the majority of peo:
who watch The Little Mermaid are children.
The minds of little kids are malleable, and it only takes one instance of
small child seeing a drag queen and thinking of Ursula to start an unconscic
prejudice toward drag queens and people of the trans communities.
This in no way means that Disney is intentionally casting LGBTQI
characters into villainous roles. However, the impact that it has on its viewer
especially the younger ones, is huge. In The Lion King, Simba's uncle Scar
depicted as a creepy and evil character. He exhibits more feminine quali:
than his brother Mufasa, and sets off many people's "gaydar". Whether:
actually is gay or not is never revealed, but the association is still made betwed
men who don't fit the typical "macho" stereotype and villains.
Disney has yet to depict a protagonist as openly gay. It just made its fc'
step towards racial equality with The Princess and the Frog, the first movie'
feature an African American protagonist. In High School Musical, the charac'
Ryan is fairly flamboyant, but never actually outed. That is, until you gettoti
stage adaptation of the films, where Ryan actually is out of the closet. Die
needs to show its gay characters in a positive and prominent light. Not
villain, not a side role. I want my future children to grow up with role mode all sexualities, and I definitely don't want them to feel pressured into a dos
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University Symphony Orchestra to Perform
Shostakovich Symphony
Nicolas Waldvogel

UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA DIRECTOR

and Brianne Nemiroff
LIFESTYLES EDITOR

The University Symphony
Orchestra will be holding
a concert this Saturday,
November 5th in Faye
Spanos Concert Hall from
7:30-9:3opm.
However,
the program only consists
of one piece: Symphony
No. 8 in C minor by Dmitri
Shostakovich. The piece
was originally premiered on
November 4th 1943, making
Pacific's performance only
one day away from its 68th
birthday. It is considered
Shostakovich's most tragic
work and is rarely seen on
concert programs. It consists
of five movements: Adagio,
Allegretto,
Allegro
non
troppo, Largo, and Allegretto.
Shostakovich wrote his
Eighth Symphony in 1943
in Moscow. The German
armies were threatening the
capital. Even though they had
been pushed back slightly,
the survival of the city' - and
indeed of his homeland - was
very much in doubt. Two years
earlier, while in Leningrad,
Shostakovich had written a
patriotic Seventh Symphony,

frill of triumphant themes and
Russian melodies. It was a
rather hollow piece, however,
compared to the tragic Eighth
Symphony. The length of the
war seems to have weighted on
him: violence, apprehension
and despair are everywhere in
this new work.
Shostakovich
did
not
provide any program or
explanation, but it is possible
to read some kind of journey
into the five movements
of the Eighth Symphony.
It starts in C minor, but
finishes in C major, like
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.
Shostakovich probably had
that famous model in mind.
Each movement shows a
progression through strife
and into a C-major apotheosis
- the catch being that the
apotheosis is not made of
a glowing and triumphant
C major, as Beethoven had
it, but of three gentle and
completely
inoffensive
bassoons. There is no victory
in this symphony, but perhaps
a glimmer of hope.
The
gigantic first
movement
lasts
about
twenty-five minutes. The
strings are the main actors.
Perhaps they represent the
Russian people: they seem to

suffer throughout, whereas
the winds and brass seem
to be their oppressor. There
are short moments of hope,
but eventually, formidable
explosions occur, with the
help of the percussion and
blazing trumpets. Everything
collapses, and a lone English
horn is left to survey the
damage. The themes from the
opening return, but without
any sense of hope or relief.
The second and third
movements suggest a happy
and almost silly march toward
the battlefront. There are
noises of war everywhere, but
those noises don't seem scary.
Bravery, as in the Seventh
Symphony, is celebrated,
but the outcome will be
undoubtedly tragic. In the
third movement, relentless
quarter notes bring us
closer yet to the battlefront:
we are surrounded by
blazing artillery, gunshots
and heroic fanfares. At
the end of the movement,
however, the explosions of
the first movement return
and everything suddenly
collapses.
Ruin is the theme of the
fourth movement, which
follows without interruption.
It is built on a ground bass - an

Kim Kardashian Faces Reality
Brianne Nemiroff
LIFESTYLES EDITOR

Surprise, surprise!
Kim Kardashian filed
for divorce from Kris
Humphries
early
Monday
morning.
The
marriage
lasted 72 days and
was broken off a
year to the day to
which Kim and Kris
met. However, the
breakup seems to be
barely affecting Kim
as all her Twitter
seems to be about is
promoting her latest business
venture. But considering that
her second wedding was the
biggest business venture of
her life, one would think she
would be posting more about
it. Right?

stupidity was bound
to seep through
eventually.
There
were
many
red
flags that should
have gone off as
the
Kardashians
were promoting the
wedding but America
was so caught up
in the romance to
notice it.
Instead
of
paving around ten
million dollars for
JustJared her wedding, they
Kim Kardashian and her, then husband,
instead
MADE
Kris Humphries
eighteen
million
dollars
due
to
The
Kardashians
are
television
not exactly known for their sponsorships,
ingenuity, class, or brains so deals, rights to wedding
exclusive
bridal
planning a wedding solely photos,
to make millions of dollars shower coverage, and photos
is not out of the realm of from their honeymoon. The
possibilities. Their scheme couple also got discounts on
was so transparent that their their diamond jewelry just so

Pacific Symphony Orchestra

UoP Symphony Orchestra performing in October 2011

eight-bar phrase in the basses
and celli, which is repeated
throughout. We can imagine
smoke and ashes in the upper
strings, crying in the solo
woodwinds, last gasps in the
flutters of the flutes: the scene
is ghastly and desolate, death
is palpable. With a short
clarinet chorale, we perhaps
see the passing into a better
world: everything opens up
to a shining and promising C
major, the purest of keys.
The
last
movement
follows without interruption
again.
This
is
where
the three bassoons (or
rather, two bassoons and
a contrabassoon) seem to
tease us with a recollection
of Beethoven. They certainly
evoke the triumphant ending

Kim could be seen wearing
Lorraine Schwartz diamonds,
which allotted to 2.5 million
dollars.
Kim appeared alone on
the cover of People magazine
alone in the issue that covered
their marriage. But the
assistant editor, Jen Garcia,
defended the decision by
saving "It's all about the bride.
It's her day. We wanted her
on the cover." There were also
other speculations that it was
hard to get a decent picture
of the two of'them due to
the height difference. I guess
they chose to get the dress in
the picture rather than the
husband.
Everything else just seems
planned
like
clockwork.
Before the split, magazines
started printing pictures of
them partying separately.
Other media outlets got
delayed responses so E! could
get the first and best story
from them. The timing of the

to his C-minor symphony,
but with some wistfulness.
Perhaps the sounds of war
are too painful to be simply
forgotten. We hear several
lilting and enigmatic dances,
and experience an increasing
sense of strength and
confidence. The explosions
from the first
movement
return for a time, but the
bass clarinet, solo violin and
solo cello take us away from
those negative thoughts.
The symphony finishes in a
beautiful hush of C major.
There is no victory, clearly,
just some appeasement. No
matter how painful, this war
will eventually end - as they
all do.

divorce happened to fall on
the day before the release of
Kris Jenner's memoir and
Kris made sure to get the news
to weekly magazines before
deadlines. And finally, Kim
just happens to be flying off to
Australia, sans wedding ring,
to promote her new purse line
"Kardashian Kollection in
Sydney.
Hopefully this fabrication
of love can finally change the
minds of American viewers
and make them want to turn
off their TV. Just like to my
Microsoft Word spell-check,
I hope the Kardashian name
will be unrecognizable very
soon. The Kardashians are
only famous for Kim s sex
tape with Brandy's brother
Ray J they "leaked" a fewyears back. They are famous
for being famous and this
planned marriage only made
their name even more of a
joke. Congratulations to the
newlyweds on their divorce.
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Stronger? Or Just Louder?
Brianne Nemiroff
LIFESTYLES EDITOR

If someone were to come
up to you and ask you who
were the top female stars in
the last ten years, who would
you say? The R&B enthusiast
would probably say Beyonce
or Alicia Keys. The rock
enthusiast would probably
prefer to answer the question
about the 90s. And the pop
enthusiast would probably
mention Britney Spears,
Rihanna, and most recently
Adele. However, all of them
would probably also mention
Kelly Clarkson.
Back in 2002, when
Clarkson won the first season

Kelly Clarkson singing "A Moment
Like This" on the season 1 finale of
American Idol

Upcoming
Student tv
:vents
Thursday, 11/3
Semi-Annual Budget Hearing
3-5PM AT THE MCCAFFREY
CENTER: ASUOP CONFERENCE
ROOM

of American Idol, reality
shows were first starting to
gain popularity and were not
the primary choice of genre
for television networks. But
with its sudden popularity
and Clarkson's astounding
record sales, it was obvious
the show, and its genre, were
just getting started. Now 10
years later, Kelly Clarkson
has just released her fifth
studio album and has sold
over twenty million albums.
But, just like competition
reality shows, Clarkson's
music is all starting to sound
monotonous.
Clarkson is known for
her empowerment anthems
such as "Miss Independent",
"Since U Been Gone", "Never
Again", and "Mr. Know it All".
Her influences stemmed from
her family life from when her
parents divorced at age 6 and
was left to be raised by a single
mother. With the combination
of family issues and her angst
from past relationships, she
now has five albums.
Her first album, Thankful,
was straight out of American
Idol. Her sound was more
R&B and fell right into the
mold of Pop/R&B albums
at the turn of the century.
However, it wasn't until
her next album, Breakway,
that she gained her massive
popularity. With the album
consisting of songs such
as "Breakway", written by
Avril Lavigne, "Since U Been
Gone", "Because of You", and
"Behind these Hazel Eyes",
the majority of her overall
sales came from this one

album. But after Breakway,
Clarkson wanted her next
album to explore with her
creativity, deciding not to care
about business. This became
My December, released in
2007, and led to only selling
one million records. That
may sound ridiculous to
say "only one million", but
comparatively, it's only 8% of
Breakway's album sales.
Two years later, she
released All I Ever Wanted
and went back to her beloved
Pop/Rock sound with her first
single "My Life Would Suck
Without You", produced by
two pop powerhouses, Dr.
Luke and Max Martin. After
the lack of success with her
last record, she realized the
right direction was to go with
established producers. But
despite the first single, the
rest of the album felt short
with quality.
Now we arrive to her fifth
album, Stronger, which was
recently released on October
24, 2011. A few days after its
release, the mp3 version of
the album became the daily
deal on Amazon and went for
only $5. This was probably
influenced by Lady Gaga's
decision to release her entire
album for only 99 cents for
one day back in May, which
generated 1.6 million sales in
a week. Nevertheless, it was a
smart decision because after
sampling all of the tracks, I
would have only purchased a
few. But because the album
price was only a dollar more
than I was planning on
spending, I decided to buy the

Movie: Harry Potter 7-Part 2

Cookina 101 with NutriCat:

Semi-Annual Budget Hearing
2-6PM AT THE MCCAFFREY
CENTER: ASUOP CONFERENCE
ROOM

7:30-9PM AT FAYE SPANOS
CONCERT HALL

Sunday, 11/6
Catholic Mass
8-10 PM AT THE MORRIS
CHAPEL

Tuesday, 11/8
Open Mic Night
8-10 PM AT THE LAIR

Wednesday, 11/9
Karaoke
8-10 PM AT THE LAIR

•

Sony Music Entertai

and the orchestration
much more sophistic:
than other tracks such
"Einstein". The deluxe ecti
also features "Don t
Wanna Stay": a track by «J 2
Aldean that featured Clar1
that has become the T
downloaded country
m
collaboration of all
Luckily, there is also one t
on the normal edition win:
also quite beautiful with s
basic but not as predict
harmonies. It's one of
more pop songs border! n
R&B titled "Standing in T^
ofYou".
When it comes down t
Kelly Clarkson can prcx
really
beautiful
ori s
tracks. But when she utri
her inspirations from
past relationships to cr
female anthems, it can e.
fall flat. As long as Kelly si
to top producers and they
her talent for R&B as we
Pop, Clarkson has the ab
to produce great works,
apparently, until s h e f i n e
partner, I'm only going t c
listening to Breakway.

Roasting Vegetables

1. Preheat the oven to 400.

4:30-11:30 PM MEETING AT
BURNS TOWER

UoP Symphony Orchestra
Concert

m

"THE 101"

Trip: Cirque Du Soleil Totem

Saturday, 11/5

album,
hoping
the other tracks
would grow on
me.
Unlike most of
the artists these
days,
Clarkson
made it a point
to use as little
as auto-tune as
possible so she
would sound as
she would live.
For that, she
has my respect. But I'm still
saddened by the lack of quality
of the compositions. The fifth
track titled "You Love Me" is
traditional Clarkson. It's a
pop song with a lot of rage in
the key of C an octave above
middle C. It's bordering the
style of Beyonce, by definition
of screaming high notes solely
because she can. The lyrics of
the sixth track, "Einstein", are
juvenile with the chorus only
stating "Dumb plus dumb
equals you" four times. The
eighth track, "I Forgive You"
uses the same general chord
progression as her hit "My
Life Would Suck Without
You". This technique is used
quite often. If the public likes
one song, the producers will
create a much similar one in
hopes that they won't realize
it. And they never do. (An
example of this would be
"Baby One More Time" and
"Crazy" by Britney Spears.)
However, there are a few
tracks that are quite pleasant,
but they are, sadly, primarily
on the deluxe edition. Those
tracks are "Alone" and "The
Sun Will Rise". The harmonies

NUTRICAT'S CORNER

8-lO.PM AT THE JANET LEIGH
THEATRE

Friday, 11/4

Kill

STRONGER

Alexandra Caspero
CAMPUS DIET1T

Don't like vegetables?
Try them roasted, I
guarantee they will when
you over. There is nothing
like a bit of roasting to
bring out the sweetness
in summer and winter
veggies.
INGREDIENTS:
Seasonal Vegetables
Cooking Oil (I prefer olive
oil)
Salt
Pepper

2. Chop the vegetables into
large pieces and place into
a large bowl. Coat with a
smidgen of oil, about 1 tbsp.
per pound of vegetables.

5. Place vegetables in oven
and cook. 15-20 minutes in,
stir with a metal or wooden
spatula.

3. Season with salt and pepper.
Toss the vegetables again.

6. Total roasting time is
between 30 minutes and 1
hour, depending on what
you're cooking. Taste to see if
it's done.

4. Place the vegetables on
baking sheet, without overpacking them. The vegetables
should lightly touch, but
not pile up on top of each
other. If you're roasting a lot
of vegetables, put different
vegetables on different baking
sheets.

That's it! Super simple
and a great way to eat your
vegetables! Make a large
batch, this will keep in the
fridge for a few days. You
can add roasted vegetables to
pasta, rice, soup, eggs, and
sandwich wraps. My favorite
vegetables to roast: potatoes,

com, summer squash, wi n:;
squash, garlic, peppers (7?
and sweet), eggplant, oni carrots, beets, bmssels
sprouts, cauliflower, and
broccoli.
What would you like to >
in our Cooking 101 section
Email nutricat@pacific.
edu with your ideas. Don
forget to friend NutriCat oFacebook!
't
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Downtown Stockton Pub Crawl

The view of the University Plaza Waterfront Hotel

Brianne Nemirotl

Misaki
Sushi Bar in
Downtown
Stockton
Brianne Nemiroff

The Stockton Thunder playing in the Stockton Arena.

sake bombs. A sake
bomb consists of a cup
of Sapporo Beer and a
ast Saturday, the shot of sake.
Across the street,
Stockton Downtown
Bradley's
American
Alliance conducted
packed
a Costume Pub Crawl, to Bistro was
10
PM.
provide Stockton citizens around
with a safe and enjoyable Bradley's, during their
Contest,
Halloween experience. The Costume
customers
Costume Pub Crawl cost only provided
a mere sixteen dollars for who had vouchers with
students, with valid ID, and free "Candy Corn"
provided free transportation shots. Bradley's was
packed
to various Stockton bars. For completely
those also interested, an eight with people in various
and
of
dollar ticket to the Stockton costumes
various
ages
from
Thunder game was a possible
college students aged
addition.
retired
Bars who participated 21 through
included Valley Brew, Ewiva members of the community.
Restaurant & Lounge, Abbey During the Costume Contest,
Trapist Pub, University Plaza Bradley's American Bistro
Waterfront Hotel, Nena's also provided a dance floor
Mexican Restaurant, Misaki and DJ for the willing.
While drink coupons could
Sushi & Bar, Chitiva's Salsa
be
used at the participating
and Sports, and Bradley's
bars, the free food vouchers
American Bistro.
Along with the free could also be used. Valley
transportation, the sixteen Brew took the free vouchers
dollar student tickets also in exchange for mounds
included three free drink of tortilla chips, spicy
coupons, three free tip guacamole, and sangria. In
coupons, and three free return, students overflowed
food coupons. The bars the tables.
Even though the night's
all participated by having
different drinks available free transportation ended at
in return for the voucher 12 AM, many of those who
coupons.
For
example, participated in the event did
Misaki Sushi & Bar provided not choose to go home at that
customers with free drink time. The Stockton Yellow
vouchers with complimentary Cab Company remarked at 2
Allyson Seals

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

L

Brianne Nemiroff

The Menus at The Abbey

AM, "Stockton has a two hour
wait period at the moment ,
when their usual wait time
is
approximately
20-30
minutes.
Those who did choose
to return back to Pacific;
however, by 12 AM, were
granted with a free ride from
the Stockton Downtown
Alliance, who had set up a
complimentary shuttle station
in front of Burn's Tower.
On
Saturday
night,
students, parents, and the
general
Stockton
public
asked themselves, "How Far
Can You Crawl?," the slogan
provided for the event, and by
the end of the night, everyone
got their answers.

Pacific Alumni Jason McKenzie chatting with a bartender at
Ewiva Restaurant and Lounge.
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T I G E R Club Sports Profile:
Women's Club Soccer
teammates. "Each and every
girl contributes a lot and the
One of the more active club flexibility of where they play
sport teams on campus is the is really awesome," Reyes
Women's Club Soccer Team, confirmed. According to
led by sophomore Sydnie Reyes, half of the team this
Reyes. This year, the club has year is freshmen, "which is
doubled the number of games awesome because they bring
played in a season, with four in a desire for fitness and
home games and a couple of energy." Reyes also noted
away games. The club has that one player, Susie Yoon,
started a potential rivalry with has never played soccer
UC Merced, after some very before and has improved
tense games, including one in tremendously with each
which the last goal was scored practice. Other players include
Jaime Jamenez, who used to
within the last few minutes.
Reyes is very proud of her play for the intercollegiate
Christiana Oatman
PERSPECTIVES EDITOR

SCHEDULE
THUR, NOVEMBER 3 - WED, NOVEMBER 9
@ Baun Fitness Center

11/3:

12:05-12:50 PM -- Yoga (WR)
4:00-5:00 PM - Piloxing (WR)
5:30-6:30 PM -- Indoor Cycle (RR)
6:30-7:30 PM -- Zumba (WR)
6:40-7:00 PM -- Awesome Abs (RR)
11/4:

6:30-7:15 AM - Express Cycle (RR)
4:00-5:00 PM -- Zumba (WR)
5:15-6:30 PM Yoga (WR)
11/7:

6:45-7:15 AM -- Jump Start (WR)
7:30-8:30 AM -- Fit & Funtional (WR)
12:05-12:50 PM -- Pi-Yo (WR)
4:00-5:00 PM - Core Cycle (RR)
5:05-6:20 PM -- Yoga (WR)
6:30-7:30 PM -- TurboKick (WR)
11/8:
12:05-12:50 PM -- Yoga (WR)
4:00-5:00 PM'- Piloxing (WR)
5:15-6:15 PM - WalkFit (FD)
5:30-6:30 PM -- Indoor Cycle (RR)
6:30-7:30 PM -- Swing Dance (WR)
6:40-7:00 PM - Awesome Abs (RR)
11/9:

6:30-7:15 AM -- Express Cycle (RR)
7:30-8:30 AM — Fit & Funtional (WR)
12:05-12:50 PM - Power Sculpt (WR)
4:00-5:00 PM ~ Zumba (WR)
5:15-6:15 PM - Yoga (WR)
6:30-7:30 PM — Barre (WR)
FD - Front Desk
RR - Rubber Room
WR - Wood Room

Kayla Chun

Reyes (left center, orange) believes that the Women's Club Soccer Team can
only continue to get better and grow.

team; Faith James, the
president; Brittany Patrick,
the treasurer, and Tricia La
Vang, who is responsible for
scheduling games.
For Reyes, the
game
and the team are extremely
important. "Playing club was
a way to find a comfort and
a family here at Pacific. My
family is filled with soccer
fanatics, everyone in
my
family plays. I can remember
always sitting by
some
sideline somewhere. Soccer is
more than just a sport or past
time, it's a lifestyle and being
a part of the club team is just
being me."
Women's club soccer is
extremely welcoming of new
players, even those who have
never played soccer before.
Dues are twenty dollars.
Reyes encourages people to
join the team in the future.
"Even if you have never played
before, or can't come to every
practice/game, you are more
than welcome to come out
and try it. At the end of the
day we just enjoy playing and
kicking the ball around. If you
are looking for something to
do on campus that is fun and
welcoming Pacific Club Soccer
might be the team for you!"

Pacific Beats Average
NCAA Graduation He
Athletic Media Relations

according to the most recent
NCAA figures.
University of the Pacific's
NCAA President Mark
Graduation Success Rate for Emmert said the GSR for the
student-athletes entering in last four graduating classes
the 2004-05 school year is 87 (2001-2004) has hit 80
percent, which is five percent percent as well, a new high
higher than the national for Division I athletics and
average. Pacific has the one point higher than the last
highest Graduation Success four-year average.
Rate in the Big West.
Even when measuring
The single-year NCAA student-athlete success using
Graduation Success Rate for the less-accurate federal
student-athletes who began graduation rate, Division I
college in 2004 is 82 percent, student-athletes who began
a new high for the NCAA, college in 2004 graduated
three points higher than last at a 65 percent rate, also the
year and eight points higher highest ever and two points
than when GSR collection higher than the general
began a decade ago. More student body.
than eight out of eveiy 10
The national rate for
Division I student-athletes are student-athletes has climbed
earning their college degrees five points in the past 10 years
within six years, the highest and 13 points since 1984,
marks ever for graduation, when it was first calculated.

Although not as precise as
the NCAA's rate, it is the onlv
measure to compare studentathlete graduation with the
general student body.
The NCAA's Graduation
Success Rate includes transfer
students and student-athletes
who leave in good academic
standing, unlike the federal
rate, which does not count
transfers. The GSR and
federal rate calculations
measure graduation over
six years from initial college
enrollment.
"Success for
studentathletes
is
ultimately
measured by how well thev
do in the classroom," said
Emmert. "There is room for
greater progress, and we
continue to work hard to that
end, but today we celebrate
this important milestone."
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News and Notes

Standings

WOMEN'S SOCCER: Pacific concluded the 2011 season over the weekend. Tire Tigers'
chances at a Big West Tournament seed were eliminated on Friday as they fell l-o to Cal State
Fullerton in overtime. The final game didn't get much better, as the team fell to Long Beach
State 4-2 on Sunday. Senior Laura Hogan and freshman Liz Higashino tallied goals for the
Tigers. Pacific finished with a 8-9-1 record overall, 2-5-1 in Big West play. Hogan, along with
fellow seniors Angelica Figueroa, Nydia Ramos, Alex Topp, and Kristina Wavomba finished
their Pacific careers.

as of October 30, 2011

WOMEN'S SOCCER (FINAL)
Big West
W
L
T
UC IrvineA*
CROSS COUNTRY: The Tigers wrapped up the 2011 season at the Big West Championships
6
1
1
on Saturday, setting a team record with a time of 2:01:22 with seven runners. Freshman Katie
Long Beach State*
2
0
4
Castro also broke the Pacific freshman record with a time of 23:08. Castro placed 56th, while
UC Davis*
1
4
3
Pacific finished ninth with 281 points.
CSU Northridge*
1
4
3
CSU Fullerton
MEN'S WATER POLO: #9 Pacific lost in heartbreaking fashion on Saturday, falling 10-9 to
1
3
4
UC Riverside
#8 UC Irvine. Senior Daniel Lungu led the way with four goals. Pacific took its' frustrations out
1
3
4
on #15 Santa Clara the following day, taking an easy 11-5 win. Lungu, along with sophomore
| Cal Poly
0
3
5
Balazs Erdelyi, notched a hat trick. The Tigers will have a busy weekend, as they travel to #3
I Pacific
2
1
5
UCLA on Thursday, November 3 and #5 UC Santa Barbara on Saturday, November 5.
\ UC Santa Barbara
2
6
0
A = Reguar Season Champion
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: After a 137-100 loss to Nevada on Friday, the Tigers rebounded by
grabbing their first win of the season with a dominant 160-119 win over Cal State Bakersfield
* = Qualifies for Big West Tournament

on Saturday. Winners for Pacific included the team of juniors Mallory McGowan, Allie Vetterlein, Becca Wyant, and sophomore MaryElla Randall (200 Medley Relay), senior Elena Walterman (200 Fly), sophomore Haley Shillington (200 Free), Randall (50 Free), Vetterlein (200
IM), sophomore Dekel Shahaf (100 Fly), and McGowan (200 Breast). Pacific will face Fresno
State, Seattle, and Bakersfield in a quad meet November 4-5.
MEN'S TENNIS: Pacific concluded its 2011 schedle over the weekend, participating in the
Sain Maiy's Classic. Senior Tomasz Krzyszkowski won the Men's Single's Consolation Bracket
with a 6-4, 6-3 sweep in the final. The Double's Team of Krzyszkowski and freshman Valentim
Goncalves Jr. also took the Consolation Bracket title. The team will resume play with a home
contest against Idaho on January 21.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: The Tigers split their weekend games, which were designated as
San Joaquin Country Red Ribbon Nights. Pacific made quick work of Cal Poly on Friday, wan
ning in a 3-0 sweep. Senior Samantha Misa tallied fifteen kills, while junior Gabby Cowden had
two serving aces. The following night, the team fell in a tough 3-2 loss to UC Santa Barbara,
sophomore Jennifer Sanders led the Tigers with sixteen kills and nine blocks. Pacific wall next
head on the road to UC Riverside on Friday, November 4 and Cal State Northridge on Satur
day, November 5.

11

i
j
I
\

Pts.
16

13
13
12
9
7

7
4
3

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Big West
Overall
W
L
W
L
Long Beach State
10
2
16
6
UC Davis
6
20
6
5
Pacific
6
15
5
9
UC Santa Barbara
6
11
13
5
CSU Northridge
11
11
5
5
CSU Fullerton
6
10
13
5
Cal Poly
6
10
14
5
UC Irvine
6
12
3
9
UC Riverside
2
8
19
5

MEN'S WATER POLO
MPSF
Overall
W
W
L
L
MEN'S SWIMMING: Pacific barely missed out on victory on Saturday, falling to Bakersfield
153-135 in a match that scored diving. Senior Roger Ward (too Breast, 200 Breast, too IM),
| use
2
0
15
5
sophomore Oliver Simkovic (200 Fly, 200 Back), and freshmen Brandon Chandler (1000 Free) ! California
16
1
3
4
and Cooper Rogers (100 Back) finished victorious for the Tigers. Pacific will compete against
UCLA
1
2
15
3
Seattle, Bakersfield, and Air Force in a quad meet November 4-5.
Stanford
2
14
3
4
2
2
UC Santa Barbara
14
7
12
| Pepperdine
2
9
4
6
Long Beach State
1
14
3
UC Irvine
1
13
9
4
8
10
0
Pacific
WOMEN'S
3
MEN'S

i

•

SPOBIS THIS WEEKEND
BASKETBALL

BASKETBALL

SATURDAY
Pacific vs. Academy of Art
5:00 PM
Alex G Spanos Center

SATURDAY
Pacific vs. Cal State East Bay
7:30 PM
Alex G. Spanos Center

WOMEN'S
SWIMMING

MEN'S
SWIMMING

FRIDAY/SATURDAY
3:00 PM/12.00 PM
Pacific vs. Fresno State,
Seattle, Cal State Bakersfield
Chris Kjeldsen Pool

FRIDAY/SATURDAY
3:00 PM/12:00 PM
Pacific vs. Air Force,
Seattle, Cal State Bakersfield
Chris Kjeldsen Pool

Stanford
California
UC Davis
Pacific

FIELD HOCKEY
WEST DIVISION
NorPac
L
W
6
0
2
4
2
4
6
0

EAST DIVISION
NorPac
L
W
1
Longwood
5
2
Davidson
4
2
Radford
4
1
Appalachian State
5

Overall
W _L
15
13
3
11
4
2
13
Overall
W _L
8
11
10
7
11
7
2

16

1

1

§£

a
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2011-12 Pacific Basketball Season Preview
(who scored some of those
39 points), will be a focal
point for the team's offense
On Saturday, November 5,
this season. Turner, who saw
Pacific Basketball will begin
limited but effective game
the 2011-12 season with a pair
time last year, will also look to
of exhibition games.
crash the boards for Pacific, as
First, at 5:00 PM, the
rebounding was the biggest of
Women's Basketball Team
his
many facets.
will take to the hardwood
Pacfic was forced to step up
against Academy of Art.
in terms of recruiting during
Immediately after, at 7:30
the offseason. The Tigers will
PM, the Men's Team will face
feature
three point guards,
Cal State East Bay.
as
juniors
Rodrigo de Souza,
In a season full of histoiy
Markus
Duran,
and Lorenzo
for both teams, Pacific's
McCloud
will
split
time at
Basketball Program reached
the
position.
The
team
also
important milestones and
got bigger, adding 6'8" Khalil
achieved significant firsts. The
Kelley, 6T0" Tim Thomas,
Men's Team celebrated its
and
7T" Rundell Mauge.
100th anniversary last season,
Both
teams will be faced
as head coach Bob Thomason
with their own unique
also recorded his 400th career
challenges. The Men's Team
win at Pacific.
will travel to top Pac 12 team
The Alex G. Spanos Center,
Stanford
on November 28th
home court for Pacific, was
and be featured on ESPN's
sold out for the fisrt time
Athletic Media Relations
Bracketbusters
February
The fans at Midnight Mania showed that Pacific is ready to see its basketball teams back on the court.
in its history last year for
18th.
The
Women's
Team
will
the Women's Basketball key players from last season
Also returning is junior Young graduated. The Tigers
travel
to
UConn
for
a
rematch
game against the two-time due to transfers. However, point guard Erika McKenzie, also return none of the five
defending national champion, the team still returns several who proved herself a clutch starters from last season. on November 15 and will
#i-ranked UConn. Though players who blossomed for for the Tigers last season. In Pacific will, however, be host top SEC team Florida on
December 9.
the Tigers lost, becoming the Tigers last season.
addition, senior Christina returning 39 points (that's
In a season of uncertainty
the final team UConn would
The Tigers will look to Thomsen,
as
well
as total, not per game) from the
for both Pacific and the Big
defeat in its 90-game win lean on team captain, junior sophomores Gena Johnson 2010-11 season.
streak, the program gained Kendall
Rodriguez,
for (honorary mention on the AllJunior Jordan Turner West, the Tigers believe they
can come out 011 top.
Ruben Dominguez

SPORTS EDITOR

great visibility and reognition
as a result of the game.
However, both teams will
be looking to move on after
losing a fair amount of players
from last season.
The Women's Team lost

leadership and production
this season. Last year,
Rodriguez finished sixth in th
Big West in rebounding and
tallied 12 double-doubles,
including three in a row to
end the season.

Big West Freshmen Team)
and Sam Pettinger, will look
to step into starter roles.
As for the Men's Team, the
seniors Pat Eveland, Terrell
Smith, Nyika Williams, Sam
Willard,
and
Demetrece

2011 NorPac Field Hockey Tournament
NORPAC
ttiF

n/vvinsoN

#IE LONGWOOD

CHAMPION

11r n/\vis

#4W PACIFIC

CHAMPIONSHIP GAME

tf IW QTAMcnnn

#2W CAL

Tournament Schedule
@ Stanford, CA

APPALACHIAN
STATE (#4E)

Nov. 3

Nov. 4

Game 1- Davidson vs. UC Davis
Game 2 - Stanford vs. App. State
Game 3 - Longwood vs. Pacific
Game 4 - Cal vs. Radford

Game 5 - Loser 1 vs. Loser 2
Game 6 - Winner 1 vs. Winner 2
Game 7 - Winner 3 vs. Winner 4
Game 8 - Loser 3 vs. Loser 4

Nov. 5

3rd Place - Loser 6 vs. Loser 7

CHAMPIONSHIP - Winner 6 vs. Winner 7

#3E RADFORD

